
25th August 2017 

Ms Marie Fennell 
Clerk to the  
Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation 
Leinster House 
Dublin 2 

Dear Ms Fennell, 

IPAV, the Institute of Professional Auctioneers & Valuers, very much welcomes the fact that the 

Committee has identified the Cost of Doing Business as one of its priorities for consideration in the 

autumn session.  

Background 

IPAV was established in 1971 as a representative professional body for qualified, Licensed 

Auctioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers.  We are the only Irish representative body catering solely for 

the professional and educational requirements of Auctioneers and Valuers. We have over 1,100 

members nationwide and one of our primary objectives is to protect, advance and promote 

professional standards and competence among our members.  We operate a comprehensive system 

of professional education and development for our members and for those wishing to enter the 

profession. IPAV introduced the international ‘Blue Book’ European valuation standards to Ireland in 

2013. This is the standard recognised by the Irish Central Bank and the European Central Bank for 

which it holds default status in the event of any valuation conflict arising. 

The majority of our members operate in the SME sector.  We have had an ongoing concern that 

despite much rhetoric emanating from official circles about the importance of the sector to the Irish 

economy very little in terms of real progress has been achieved.  We would feel that public policy is 

disproportionately weighted in favour of listening to and responding to the needs of big, export led 

businesses with a much lesser value placed upon the role of the indigenous sector. 

Cost of Doing Business - General 

For this consultation, we have sought the views of our membership. Their responses echo many of the 
same problems across the country, to a remarkable degree. 

In terms of doing business in small to medium sized rural towns in Ireland today we need to look at 
the broader economic impact the recession has had on rural towns and the economic realities arising 
from:  



• Neglect of rural towns over the past 10 years

• Lack of investment

• The blight arising from the large numbers of empty retail units

• Infrastructural deficits -  water and sewage services, broadband, schools, roads

• The exit of banks and post offices from rural villages

Many of these rural communities feel very isolated and on their own and with very little help available 
and no-one to turn to. These issues pose a significant impediment to doing business and add to the 
overall costs of doing business. 

Cost of Doing Business – Specific Issues 

Whilst the economy went through a sharp correction during the recession which resulted in mainly 
lower rental costs and labour costs, it did not extend, however, to a significant number of other 
overheads: 

• Taxes - Employment Tax and Employers’ PRSI in particular: The latter is a large cost at 10.75%
on all earnings over a low threshold. Many businesses, post recovery, need extra staff. During
the recession, they had to cut as many costs as possible, many simply could not afford to keep
labour but now despite demand they are slow to make the commitment because of such high
costs.

• Commercial Rates; A cost that awaits a business before it opens its door.  A range of services

were once provided for such charges.  Bins were collected and footpaths were cleaned and

general services like water were provided for.  Now water is a separate charge and bin

collection charges are paid to private companies. The plan in the most recent Rates Bill was

Local authority commercial rates should take into account the profitability of the occupier,

the actual rent of the building and ability to pay.  However, the commercial rents on some of

these units are so low in fact that little or no commercial rates should be payable but this in

not happening.

• Insurance - Public liability, Employers’ Liability and Professional Indemnity: All of these are
essential but cumulatively they are onerous and increased somewhat in the past years.

• Motor Insurance and Motor Tax:  increasing per annum from 18% to 20%

• Banks: In most country towns, some banks and post offices have closed. This means the
business owner must drive 10-15 miles simply to make a lodgement. This could happen on a
regular basis and especially daily if the business is a rental business and taking cash deposits.
Members, understandably, don’t want to be holding cash. Insurance companies will specify
money limits in transit so a business owner could find two members of staff having to travel
to make a lodgement.

• Building Insurance: In some areas, especially where floods have happed on a fairly constant
basis and sometimes even once it’s practically impossible to get Insurance cover. In some
instances where there has been a burglary it’s prohibitive to get theft cover.

• Telephone: Apart from the actual telephone costs the availability of cover from some mobile
phone companies is virtually nil in some areas.  Members must install land lines at extra costs
because there is very little or no mobile cover.  When they are out and about on viewings
connection often breaks down requiring them to reconnect or drive to a better coverage
location. This can add hugely to the cost of doing business.



• Broadband: For most rural offices, there is a lack of broadband. For this utility, the cost really

does not make a lot of difference, the availability is what counts right now. In some areas

agents need to leave their office to find a signal in order to send an email or download photos.

This, one would think is a bit farfetched. The cost of not been able to get proper broadband

far outweighs the cost of having it, as agents are not aware of what instructions and fees they

have missed.

• Electricity: Again, the cost of electricity is a utility that all office s must have for every day
lighting and heating. Despite greater choice in the market the yearly costs are still high.

• Motor costs: The cost of motor Insurance has risen quite considerably especially in the past
two years. The problem for most members involves young employees where such insurance
has become practically unaffordable. Members have typically been quoted 5/6,000 Euros to
add sons and daughters working in the business. They also need class 2 cover for most of these
employees which costs more.  Since Public transport is not available in 90% of cases viewings
involve a drive.

• Auctioneers’ License for Employers and Employees: While the system has become automated
placing a greater administrative burden on the business rather than the State costs have not
reduced.

• Regulation and Compliance Costs: Regulation and compliance are of paramount importance
in modern business but the costs are growing with the various areas of compliance and CPD
upskilling. And Data Protection compliance is on the way in 2018.

• Increasing bank charges:  Bank charges have always been an issue and there is no change.
These charges, again while necessary, are now a huge cost to business.

• Cost of finance for business development: If one is able to obtain it again, the cost can be quite
large.

Many of these input costs highlighted have remained at Celtic Tiger levels.  Rates, in many cases, and 
insurance have increased substantially. On top of this many businesses are continuing to struggle with 
high debt levels, much of which has still not been resolved in a realistic way by lenders.  

The lack of investment in new industry, outside of the main metropolitan areas, has hampered growth. 
Significantly now the lack of development and lack of new housing stock has seen a substantial rise in 
rental and housing inflation, which in turn will feed into wage demands. 

Such wage demands will pose a major threat to business over the next few years as employees seek 
to cope with rising housing costs.  Inward migration, a positive economic factor, will add further fuel 
to an already under pressure rental and housing market and, indeed, has the potential to destabilise 
the economy.  

Many of those who moved abroad during the recession are returning home but are likely to have to 
travel to Dublin/East Coast to get the jobs and the salaries they require. The high cost of acquiring or 
renting property in Dublin will be a deterrent for some. 

In our recent Budget submission IPAV has called on the Government to fast-track the delivery of new 

homes by, among other things: 

• Cutting the penal and prohibitive cost of building finance by introducing a special €1 billion

builders fund which would offer low interest loans to be repaid to the State by builders as

houses are sold;



• Making Local Authority levies uniform and cap them at 3pc. Currently they can be anywhere 

up to three times this amount; 

• Reducing VAT on homes from 13.5pc to 9pc. No VAT applies in Northern Ireland or the UK. An 

increase in building volumes would more than compensate the State for the revenue 

foregone. 

 
IPAV would be very happy to present to the Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Pat Davitt  
IPAV Chief Executive Officer 


